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On top of this, FIFA’s AI will now track the movements of up to
40 players at a time. It will anticipate, and determine, players’
next move based on their current actions, the game state and
the situation on the pitch. "In FIFA 20, we presented a new
animation system called HyperMotion. For FIFA 22, we’ve
taken it to the next level,” said Andreas Seifert, Creative
Director at EA Sports. “Powered by the new HyperMotion
technology, our aim is to create a sport that feels completely
intuitive, allows a more realistic representation of player and
ball behavior, delivers deeper AI and provides complete
precision passing – a revolution in the way we play the
beautiful game. “In addition, we’re developing brand-new
player models, with detailed head, neck and shoulder
geometry, and a new set of animation and damage systems
that have been heavily enhanced. The quality of football
moves and reactions has improved, with new ground reaction,
tackles and aerial duels. In total, FIFA 22 will feature more than
500 new animations, including 40 new passes.” “We’ve seen
incredible growth in our partnership with the FIFA franchise in
the last decade, and we are excited to continue this journey
together with our long-term development partners at EA
Sports. We have seen the benefits of the new animation
system, and we are all looking forward to seeing the additional
improvements to our world-class gameplay in FIFA 22.” The
number of animations in a game has grown steadily in recent
years, but there are benefits to a more authentic feel. As well
as improving overall visual quality, adding more animations
will make the flow of the game much more intuitive, and will
help the true impact of the ball and your skills truly come to
life. In FIFA 20, there were more than 12,000 actions in a
match. In FIFA 22, there are more than 40,000 animations.
These are accompanied by a new set of physics and damage
models that were overhauled to take more of a “player-first”
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approach, putting more of an emphasis on player reactions
and passing and tackling. In FIFA 19, 40 new animations were
introduced in the defensive phase to give the player a better
feel for the situation on the pitch. For FIFA 22, this has been
expanded to 100 new defensive animations that feel more
contextual to the actions of the player.

Features Key:

Take control as a manager or a player. Create the next great team in over 30 million games
Switch to over 30 authentic new national teams, and play as them across several game
modes
Solo and multiplayer matches featuring up to 64 players in 6v6 Online Modes: Eliminations,
Knockout and Seasons
Create a club in Career Mode and let the fun begin! Play in a new-look FIFA and breathe new
life into your local football community with over 350 clubs from over 60 leagues
Play with up to 99 players in a best-in-class matchmaking engine
Choose between a number of different player types
Fire the shots, assuming you can see them. Or try your hand at accurate free kicks – perfect
for when you’re the goalkeeper
Manage your club in MyClub matches. Dream League is the new name for MyClub. See your
club accumulate more points and unlock new kits and transfers; all the while, make sure you
get your Fantasy team the stats it needs to be the best in the competition
20 unlockable players and Under-23 prospects
Ultimate Team cards, which also open up packs of the best materials and players
Complete challenges and earn rewards to improve your club, or take on the world on the
Career Cup, sponsored by EA SPORTS
Create, play, and share the most realistic football experience to date on PlayStation 4. Access
gameplay footage on EA SPORTS’ YouTube channel at
Featuring the most authentic gameplay engine, ever, in FIFA along with rich new features
and game modes. From ground-breaking, real-world physics to true player movement and
touch, everything you can touch or kick in FIFA will feel and react just like the real thing.
Create your dreams as a manager or a player. Live out your dreams as both a manager and a
player in FIFA 22
Choose between a number of different player types. Be the best goalkeeper, striker,
defender, midfielder, or creative attacker
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